38	EAST  AGAIN
refuse me I find amongst strangers I " He becomes in his own
estimation—and very probably in no one else's—a person of
importance.
I remember many years ago talking to a famous hotel pro-
prietor and manager in Cairo.   He confided to me some of the
little secrets of his profession, and incidentally of his success.
Different clients, he told me, required different treatment.   His
main endeavour was to persuade them to return to Kgypt, and
naturally to his own hotel.    " Blandishments do not accomplish
everything/' he said, " the temperament of each client must
be studied.0    Now and again he would approach a table—he
walked  about  the  dining-room  during   lunch   and   dinner—
occupied by some rich and influential person.    Addressing the
whole party he would suddenly break off in the middle of some
polite enquiry.   Signalling a waiter he would order all the plates
from which they were eating to  be  removed,  with   profuse
apologies.   Then in a bitter but quite audible whisper, he would
address the waiter, ** How often have I, told you, Alphonsc, that
Lord Y or Mr. Z were to be served with meat from the specially
reserved joint.    You are incorrigible.    Take away these plates
and bring back the right food."    Then turning to his clients
he would say,  " Mesdames,   Messieurs.     Mille  fois  pardon.
You cannot  know the sorrows of a  hotel  manager 1 "  and
clasping his hands he would tearfully regard the ceiling, " the
waiter knows perfectly well that your table is to be served with
the specially prepared dinner—the  same  menu  as  the  rest of
course, so as not to cause jealousy—but straight from the hands
of the chef himself.    A few privileged guests	1 " and he
would rub his hands and bow a little, and his face wore a smile
as enigmatic as that of a Mona Lisa and the Sphinx together.
A minute later fresh plates of meat would appear, with a cut
from exactly the same joint as before. There never was, of
course, a specially prepared dinner and there never would be.
But to the guests in question the food had quite a different taste
owing to the flavour of flattery. After all it is an almost harmless
vice, this seeking in the obsequiousness of the hotel servant a
contrast from the disapproving attitude of a perky parlourmaid
at home.
I like that hotel in Damascus and have spent many happy
days there. It has its little faults, of course—and why not ?
There is no routine and the bells don't always ring, but if you
put your head outside your door and call" Boy/' someone always*

